RENT A WARRIOR
Techno Warriors Advanced, Team 3486, wants to share its knowledge and experience with
fellow Mississippi teams. TWA has always had an open shop policy and that remains unchanged.
However, some FTC teams are unable to travel to our Brandon location, so Team 3486 is offering
to do the traveling instead. Simply call 601-497-4283 to order one of the packages below.
Don’t wait – the supply of Techno Warrior minions is limited!

Package #1 - DESIGN PROCESS/ROBOT DESIGN
Team 3486 will present the design process it uses to create its robot/parts.
Techno Warriors Advanced will assist with either brainstorming or troubleshooting an issue
with overall robot design or a specific part’s design. Additionally, tips on solid design basics will
be shared.

Package #2 - DESIGN PROCESS/PTC
Team 3486 will present the design process it uses to create its robot/parts.
Techno Warriors Advanced will teach the basics of PTC to get the team started in modeling. If a
team already knows the basics, Team 3486 can teach or answer questions on more advanced
features in PTC.

Package #3 - BEYOND THE KIT
Team 3486 will present an overview of legal parts vs. illegal parts.
Techno Warriors Advanced incorporates 80/20, custom metal parts, and 3D printed parts into
its robot’s design. In addition, parts are sourced from local home improvement and hardware
stores. TWA will expand the choices a team has for building its robot by explaining the options
available outside the basic kit of parts. Taking it one step further, Team 3486 can assist teams
by supplying 80/20 and by helping teams make custom and 3D printed parts they have designed.

Package #? – CUSTOM PACKAGES AVAILABLE
Team 3486 will do its best to help fellow FTC teams. Have a need not listed? Please call.

RENTAL FEE: H2O & Snacks

